
Crystal Meth Auto
The Most Consciousness-Expanding Strain on The Market.

• Beautifully purple. Expect a variety of deep purple colors as soon as the buds start forming.
• One and only flavors. A unique terpene mix resulting in nutty flavors, a truly special combination.
• Full-on Sativa high. An intense head rush that will hit you quick, great for those looking for strong Sativa trips. 
• One of our first creations! This Sativa-dominant hybrid is the result of years and years of selective breeding.
• The best of both worlds. Expect a plant with an Indica-like structure that delivers strong Sativa effects.

One of FastBuds first creations, Crystal Meth is a psychedelic strain, unique to its kin. Years of selective breeding led to create
this Sativa leaning hybrid; an aesthetically pleasing powerhouse of production, delivering potent uplifting highs, (that are
almost hallucinatory), great for listening to music, or watching your favorite movies.

Bud description
Deep purple bodied and crystal varnished rocks, lit up by the dotted patches of bright orange pistils covering it, make it really
the unique strain it is.
Smoke report
A full-on Sativa leaning strain. You can expect a quick-hitting cerebral rush that slowly pans out into a more mellow state of
being. Great for daytime smoking, and definitely won’t leave you couch-locked. A great strain for anyone looking for a sweet
Sativa trip.
Plant Appearance
An easy-going plant, growing anywhere between 70 cm to 120 cm in height, and despite its mainly Sativa effects, it’ll take an
Indica-like structure, growing compact and stocky. Developing multiple chunky bud sites and one main cola on top, things
get really interesting around week 5 as the plant starts to boast its wide variety of rich purple colors.
Grow Tips
Crystal Meth is a robust plant that requires light feeding and adjusts nicely to indoor and outdoor growing. Be careful to
maintain proper pH levels and go light-handed on the nitrogen as she can be a bit sensitive, especially during flowering, and
won’t be afraid to show you if something’s wrong.
Flavor
A uniquely flavored strain that combines pine-like scents, with earthy nutty flavors. The overall earthiness of the strain is
somewhat undermined by a lighter touch of flavors giving the strain a quite unique Hazelnut like taste, very distinguished and
special.

https://2fast4buds.com/seeds/crystal-meth


